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This presentation (this “Presentation”) is furnished to you for informational due diligence purposes and is not, and may not be relied on in any manner as, legal, tax, investment, accounting or other advice or as an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy limited partnership or comparable limited liability equity 
interests in SoftBank Vision Fund L.P. (together with, as the context may require, any parallel fund, feeder fund, co-investment vehicle or alternative investment vehicle, the “Fund”, “SVF” or the “Vision Fund”). This Presentation is not intended to be relied upon as the basis for any investment decision, and is not, 
and should not be assumed to be, complete. The contents of this presentation are not to be construed as legal, business or tax advice.  

None of the Fund, the manager of the Fund (the “Manager” or “SBIA”), SoftBank Group Corp. (together with its affiliates, “SoftBank”) or their respective affiliates makes any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained herein and nothing 
contained herein should be relied upon as a promise or representation as to past or future performance of the Fund or any other entity referenced in this Presentation.  

Recipients of this Presentation should make their own investigations and evaluations of the information contained in this Presentation and should note that such information may change materially. Recipient acknowledges and agrees that it is a sophisticated investor with such knowledge and experience in financial 
and business matters as to be capable of evaluating the merits and risks of the opportunities described herein. Recipient agrees that it shall independently and without reliance upon SoftBank, the Manager or any of their related persons and based on such documents and information as it has deemed appropriate and 
on consultations with its own legal, tax, regulatory, accounting, investment and financial advisors, make its own appraisal of, and investigation into the business, operations, property, financial and other conditions, creditworthiness, likelihood of success, merits and consequences of  the opportunities described 
herein.  Recipient acknowledges and agrees that none of the Fund, the Manager, any affiliate of the foregoing or any related person shall have any duty or responsibility to provide the recipient with any information regarding the business, operations, property, financial and other condition and creditworthiness of the 
companies discussed herein or any of its affiliates which may come into the possession of any of them. 

No representation is made that the Fund’s investments will be comparable to the selected SoftBank investments set forth herein, or any other SoftBank investments, in performance, portfolio composition or level of risk. Information about past SoftBank investments is provided solely to illustrate SoftBank’s 
experience in making investments that it believes have one or more, but not necessary all, of the characteristics of investments that the Manager intends to pursue on behalf of the Fund.  

References to any specific investments of the Fund, to the extent included herein, are presented to illustrate the Manager’s investment process and operating philosophy only and should not be construed as a recommendation of any particular investment or security. The investment performance of individual 
investments in the Fund may vary and the performance of the selected transactions is not necessarily indicative of the performance of all of the applicable prior investments. The specific investments identified and described herein do not represent all of the investments made by the Manager, and no assumption 
should be made that investments identified and discussed herein were or will be profitable. 

Statements contained in this Presentation (including those relating to current and future market conditions and trends in respect thereof) that are not historical facts are based on current expectations, estimates, projections, opinions and/or beliefs of the Manager. Such statements involve known and unknown risks, 
uncertainties and other factors, and undue reliance should not be placed thereon. In addition, no representation or warranty is made with respect to the reasonableness of any estimates, forecasts, illustrations, prospects or returns, which should be regarded as illustrative only, or that any profits will be realized. 
Certain information contained herein constitutes “forward-looking statements,” which can be identified by the use of terms such as “may”, “will”, “should”, “expect”, “project”, “estimate”, “intend”, “continue”, “target” or “believe” (or the negatives thereof) or other variations thereon or comparable terminology. 
Due to various risks and uncertainties, actual events or results or actual performance of the Fund (or any other entity referred to herein) may differ materially from those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements. As a result, investors should not rely on such forward-looking statements in making 
their investment decisions. No representation or warranty is made as to future performance or such forward-looking statements. None of the information contained herein has been filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, any securities administrator under any securities laws of any U.S. or non-U.S. 
jurisdiction or any other U.S. or non-U.S. governmental or self-regulatory authority. No such governmental or self-regulatory authority will pass on the merits of the offering of interests in the Fund or the adequacy of the information contained herein. Any representation to the contrary is unlawful. 

The Fund has a limited operating history, and accordingly, performance information may not be representative and actual realized return on these unrealized investments may differ materially from the performance information indicated herein. 

Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Investors may lose investment capital. There can be no assurance that the Fund will achieve comparable results or the Fund will be able to implement its investment strategy or achieve its investment objectives.  

To the extent presented herein, information relating to industry sectors and sizes has been determined by the Manager based on internal research and data. Although the Manager believes that such determinations are reasonable, they are inherently subjective in nature. Other market participants may make different 
determinations relating to sector characterization and size based on the same underlying data. Certain information contained in this Presentation has been obtained from published and non-published sources prepared by other parties, which in certain cases have not been updated through the date hereof. While such 
information is believed to be reliable for the purposes of this Presentation, none of the Fund, the Manager, SoftBank, or their respective affiliates assumes any responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of such information and such information has not been independently verified. Except where otherwise 
indicated herein, the information provided in this Presentation is based on matters as they exist as of the date of preparation of this Presentation and not as of any future date, and will not be updated or otherwise revised to reflect information that subsequently becomes available, or circumstances existing or changes 
occurring after the date hereof. In this Presentation, references to “$” or “US$” shall be to the lawful currency of the United States. 

No assumption should be made that investments identified and discussed herein were or will be profitable, or that investments made in the future will be comparable in quality or performance to the investments described therein. The actual return realized by any investor in the Fund may differ materially from those 
reflected or contemplated in the data presented in this Presentation. 
EACH RECIPIENT ACKNOWLEDGES AND AGREES THAT IT IS RECEIVING THIS PRESENTATION ONLY FOR THE PURPOSES STATED ABOVE AND SUBJECT TO ALL APPLICABLE CONFIDENTIALITY OBLIGATIONS AS WELL AS THE UNITED STATES SECURITIES LAWS 
PROHIBITING ANY PERSON WHO HAS RECEIVED MATERIAL, NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION FROM PURCHASING OR SELLING SECURITIES OF THE APPLICABLE ISSUER OR FROM COMMUNICATING SUCH INFORMATION TO ANY OTHER PERSON UNDER CIRCUMSTANCES 
IN WHICH IT IS REASONABLY FORESEEABLE THAT SUCH PERSON IS LIKELY TO PURCHASE OR SELL SUCH SECURITIES.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION



This material was prepared based on information available and views held at the time it was made. Statements in this 
material that are not historical facts, including, without limitation, plans, forecasts and strategies are “forward-looking 
statements”. 
Forward-looking statements are by their nature subject to various risks and uncertainties, including, without limitation, a 
decline in general economic conditions, general market conditions, technological developments, changes in customer 
demand for products and services, increased competition, risks associated with international operations, and other 
important factors, each of which may cause actual results and future developments to differ materially from those 
expressed or implied in any forward-looking statement. 
With the passage of time, information in this material (including, without limitation, forward-looking statements) could be 
superseded or cease to be accurate. SoftBank Group Corp. disclaims any obligation or responsibility to update, revise or 
supplement any forward-looking statement or other information in any material or generally to any extent. Use of or 
reliance on the information in this material is at your own risk. Information contained herein regarding companies other 
than SoftBank Group Corp. and other companies of the SoftBank Group is quoted from public sources and others. 
SoftBank Group Corp. has neither verified nor is responsible for the accuracy of such information. 
Any statements made herein regarding Sprint Corporation (“Sprint”) are made by SoftBank solely in its capacity as an 
investor in Sprint.  None of such statements are made on behalf of or attributable to Sprint.  Any information contained 
herein regarding Sprint is subject to any and all subsequent disclosures made by Sprint on its own behalf.  Neither Sprint 
nor SoftBank undertakes any obligation to update the information contained herein in connection with any subsequent 
disclosures made by Sprint, or to reflect any other subsequent circumstances or events.  Nothing contained herein may 
be construed as an obligation on the part of Sprint to provide disclosures or guidance on its own behalf.

Disclaimer
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Consolidated  
Results



FY17 
Q1-Q3

FY18 
Q1-Q3 Change YoY

Net sales 6,811.3 7,168.5 +357.2 +5%

EBIT 1,148.8 1,859.0 +710.2 +62%

Net income 1,014.9 1,538.4 +523.5 +52%
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Consolidated Results
(JPY bn)

Net income: net income to attributable to owners of the parent
New standards (FY18 Q1-Q3): after applications of IFRS 9 and IFRS 15 
Previous standards (FY17 Q1-Q3): before applications of standards above 



2,794.4
2,722.2

702.9645.4

2,777.52,674.2

893.7769.5

Sprint

SoftBank segment

Yahoo Japan

6,811.3

Up 5%
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7,168.5

Others

FY17 Q1-Q3 FY18 Q1-Q3
(Previous standards) (New standards)

Net Sales
(JPY bn)

New standards (FY18 Q1-Q3): after applications of IFRS 9 and IFRS 15 
Previous standards (FY17 Q1-Q3): before applications of standards above 

Others = Arm + Brightstar + “Others” + reconciliations



808.8

236.4

255.3238.4
115.3140.5

640.0610.9

1,148.8

1,859.0
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EBIT
(JPY bn)

SVF segment

Sprint

Yahoo Japan

Others

SoftBank 
segment

Gain on spectrum license exchange
53.4

Others = Arm + Brightstar +  “Others” + reconciliations 
  SVF: SoftBank Vision Fund and Delta Fund

FY17 Q1-Q3 FY18 Q1-Q3
(Previous standards) (New standards)

Up 62%

New standards (FY18 Q1-Q3): after applications of IFRS 9 and IFRS 15 
Previous standards (FY17 Q1-Q3): before applications of standards above 



FY17 
Q1-Q3

FY18 
Q1-Q3
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1,014.9

1,538.4
(JPY bn)

Net Income

Net income: net income to attributable to owners of the parent

Up 52%
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SoftBank Vision Fund



SoftBank Vision Fund 
71 companies

Certain “SoftBank Vision Fund” investments described herein have not yet been acquired by SVF and are subject to pending regulatory approvals. There can be no assurance that any pending acquisition will be consummated at all or on the current terms of the agreement.  
The investments presented herein are solely for illustrative purposes and are not a complete list of investments held by SoftBank Vision Fund. Disclosed aggregate number of “71 companies” includes the existing SVF investments and pipelines for upcoming investments excluding JVs among portfolio companies and SVF. 
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(Zuoyebang)

Alibaba 
Local Services

+ Investment Committee 
approved companies 

+ pipeline, etc. 
(19 companies)

As of Feb. 6, 2019



USD 98.6bn
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SBG 
USD 28.1bn 

(48%)

7% fixed distribution

Performance-based  
distribution

Commitment Structure of SVF (As of Jan. 31, 2019)

 Preferred Equity 
USD 40.0bn

 Equity 
USD 58.6bn

Fixed distribution amounts are subject to the terms and conditions of an investment in this class of interests in SVF; there can be no assurance that the fixed distribution percentage 
will reflect actual results for any limited partner.  
*Including USD 1.4bn anticipated, but not yet signed, commitments from an additional LP (planned). There can be no assurance that anticipated closings will actually occur.

*
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Dec. 1, 
2016

Dec. 31, 
2018

(Average acquisition 
cost per share)  
USD 105

 NVIDIA Share Price

(Dec. 31, 2018)  
USD 134

(Sep. 28, 2018)  
USD 281

Hedging mechanisms have special risks associated with them, including the possible 
bankruptcy, insolvency or default by the counterparty to the transaction and the illiquidity of 
the instrument acquired by the Fund relating thereto. Although the Fund may benefit from the 
use of hedging mechanisms, unanticipated changes in interest rates, debt prices or currency 
exchange rates, or other factors, may result in a poorer overall performance for the Fund, 
compared to what the Fund's performance would have been if it had not entered into hedging 
transactions, and the costs associated with these arrangements may reduce the returns that 
the Fund would have otherwise achieved if these transactions were not entered into by the 
Fund. There can be no assurance that the Fund will enter into similar arrangements in the 
future, and performance information herein is not indicative of the performance of any other 
Fund investment. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results.



Valuation losses 
USD -4bn

(Without collar transaction)

 NVIDIA Share Price

Dec. 1, 
2016

Dec. 31, 
2018

(Average acquisition 
cost per share)  
USD 105

(Dec. 31, 2018)  
USD 134

(Sep. 28, 2018)  
USD 281

!14
Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Please refer to the footnote 
on the first page of NVIDIA share price section for important information relating to hedging 
transactions.



Losses (net)  

USD -1.1bn

Derivative gains 
USD +2.9bn

Quarter ended 
December 31, 2018

(With collar transaction)

 NVIDIA Share Price

Dec. 1, 
2016

Dec. 31, 
2018

(Average acquisition 
cost per share)  
USD 105

(Dec. 31, 2018)  
USD 134

(Sep. 28, 2018)  
USD 281

!15

Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. "Derivative gains" are 
provided solely for illustrative purposes to demonstrate the financial impact of the collar 
transaction described herein and may not be indicative of future results. Please refer to the 
footnote on the first page of NVIDIA share price section for important information relating to 
hedging transactions.

(Weighted average 
of floor = USD 218)
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 NVIDIA Share Price
(With collar transaction)

Cumulative gains (net)  
+ USD 2.8bn

Dec. 1, 
2016

Dec. 31, 
2018

(Average acquisition 
cost per share)  
USD 105

Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. "Cumulative 
gains (net)" are provided solely for illustrative purposes to demonstrate the 
financial impact of the collar transaction described herein and may not be 
indicative of future results. Please refer to the footnote on the first page of 
NVIDIA share price section for important information relating to hedging 
transactions. 

*

* excluding financing cost

(Weighted average 
of floor = USD 218)



 NVIDIA Investment Summary

!17
(August, 2017)

Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. 

Investment cost

USD 2.9bn
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Investment cost

USD 2.9bn

USD 1.7bn

USD 1.3bn

Margin loan

Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. 

(August, 2017)

 NVIDIA Investment Summary
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Investment cost

USD 2.9bn

USD 1.7bn

USD 0.5bn

USD 0.7bn Equity
Preferred Equity

Margin loan

Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. 

(August, 2017)

 NVIDIA Investment Summary
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Investment cost Cumulative  
return on investment

USD 5.5bn

USD 2.9bn

USD 1.7bn

USD 1.7bn

USD 0.5bn

USD 0.5bn

USD 3.3bn

USD 0.7bn

Margin loan

Preferred Equity

Equity

Realized  
Gross Equity IRR 

824%

Secured cash early 
by setting floor price

Performance information is provided solely to demonstrate the impact of the hedging 
transaction on a recently realized position, and should not be construed as a recommendation 
of a particular investment or securities. It should not be assumed that future investments will 
be comparable in performance. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. 
Net IRR for individual investments cannot be calculated without making arbitrary assumptions 
regarding the allocation of fees and expenses, which could be significant. Gross Equity IRR is 
not necessarily representative of the investment performance for other limited partners.

Gross Equity IRR means the internal rate of return of Class A Equity Interests before taking 
into account expenses, management fees, performance fees and Preferred Equity Coupon 
payments. It is based on the limited partners’ Equity cash outflows (capital contributions) 
and inflows (distributions), as directly related to investments and net of investment-related 
financing, as well as the residual value attributable to Class A Equity Interests.

(January 31, 2019) * as of January 31, 2019

*

(August, 2017)

 NVIDIA Investment Summary

(gross)



Investment 
costs 

[Equity]

Cumulative 
return 

[Equity]
Multiple Gross  

equity IRR

USD 0.7bn 
(JPY 80.7bn)

USD 3.3bn 
(JPY 362.4bn)

4.5x 824%

USD 1.4bn 
 (JPY 156.2bn)

USD 2.3bn 
 (JPY 252.1bn)

1.6x 58%

!21

 Exited Investments (SVF)

Exit from the investment in NVIDIA occurred in January 2019 
Exit from the investment in Flipkart occurred in August 2018 

USD 1 = JPY 110
Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Net IRR for individual investments cannot be calculated without making arbitrary assumptions regarding the allocation of fees and expenses, which could be significant and 
cumulative return does not take into account the impact of fees and expenses.  
Information herein is presented for informational purposes only and is intended to illustrate recent realizations. It should not be assumed that investments made in the future will be comparable in quality or performance to the 
investments described herein.

Gross Equity IRR means the internal rate of return of Class A Equity Interests before taking into account expenses, management fees, performance fees and Preferred Equity Coupon payments. It is based on the limited partners’ Equity 
cash outflows (capital contributions) and inflows (distributions), as directly related to investments and net of investment-related financing, as well as the residual value attributable to Class A Equity Interests assuming the disposition of 
investment-related assets and settlement of investment-related liabilities at the valuations as of January 31, 2019. Gross Equity IRR is not necessarily representative of the investment performance for other limited partners.

*

As of Jan. 31, 2019*

(gross)



Information herein is presented for informational purposes only and is intended to illustrate recent realizations. It should not be assumed that investments made in the future will be comparable in quality or 
performance to the investments described herein. Further, references to the investments herein should not be construed as a recommendation of any particular investment or security. Gross distributions do 
not take into account the effect of fees and expenses, which could be significant. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. 

Gross Distribution from SVF (Cumulative as of Dec. 31, 2018)

!22

JPY 121bn (gross)

JPY 99bn (gross)

Total JPY 220bn (gross)

USD = JPY 110 NVIDIA: Partial realization as of  December 31, 2018: investment was fully realized in January 2019, but proceeds from the January sale are not 
reflect in the distributions on this slide, given that the calculation period end date for the information herein is  Dec. 31, 2018.  
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Shareholder Value
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Enterprise Value

Debt

Shareholder  
value
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Enterprise Value

Debt

Shareholder  
value



Gross debt

JPY 17t

SBG Net Debt

Consolidated
!26

• SBG = SoftBank Group Corp. 
• SBKK = SoftBank Corp. 
• Gross debt: Interest-bearing debt 
• Net debt: Net interest-bearing debt = Consolidated net interesting-bearing debt - Non-recourse net debt to SBG 
• Consolidated net interesting-bearing debt = Consolidated interest-bearing debt - Consolidated cash position, etc. 
• Consolidated interest-bearing debt: Consolidated interest-bearing debt + Adjustments 
• Consolidated cash position, etc.: Consolidated cash position + Adjustments 
• Non-recourse net debt to SBG: Net interest-bearing debt of SBKK, Sprint, SVF, Yahoo Japan, Arm, etc 
• For details of the adjustments, see “Definition and Calculation Method of SBG’s Sum-of-the-parts Valuation”



Gross debt Cash position, etc.

JPY 6tJPY 17t

11

SBG Net Debt

Consolidated
!27

• SBG = SoftBank Group Corp. 
• SBKK = SoftBank Corp. 
• Gross debt: Interest-bearing debt 
• Net debt: Net interest-bearing debt = Consolidated net interesting-bearing debt - Non-recourse net debt to SBG 
• Consolidated net interesting-bearing debt = Consolidated interest-bearing debt - Consolidated cash position, etc. 
• Consolidated interest-bearing debt: Consolidated interest-bearing debt + Adjustments 
• Consolidated cash position, etc.: Consolidated cash position + Adjustments 
• Non-recourse net debt to SBG: Net interest-bearing debt of SBKK, Sprint, SVF, Yahoo Japan, Arm, etc 
• For details of the adjustments, see “Definition and Calculation Method of SBG’s Sum-of-the-parts Valuation”



Gross debt Cash position, etc. Net debt

JPY 11t

JPY 6tJPY 17t

11

SBG Net Debt

Consolidated
!28

• SBG = SoftBank Group Corp. 
• SBKK = SoftBank Corp. 
• Gross debt: Interest-bearing debt 
• Net debt: Net interest-bearing debt = Consolidated net interesting-bearing debt - Non-recourse net debt to SBG 
• Consolidated net interesting-bearing debt = Consolidated interest-bearing debt - Consolidated cash position, etc. 
• Consolidated interest-bearing debt: Consolidated interest-bearing debt + Adjustments 
• Consolidated cash position, etc.: Consolidated cash position + Adjustments 
• Non-recourse net debt to SBG: Net interest-bearing debt of SBKK, Sprint, SVF, Yahoo Japan, Arm, etc 
• For details of the adjustments, see “Definition and Calculation Method of SBG’s Sum-of-the-parts Valuation”



Gross debt Cash position, etc. Net debt Non-recourse 
net debt to SBG

JPY 7tJPY 11t

JPY 6tJPY 17t

4

11

SBG Net Debt

Consolidated

SBKK 
Sprint 

etc.
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• SBG = SoftBank Group Corp. 
• SBKK = SoftBank Corp. 
• Gross debt: Interest-bearing debt 
• Net debt: Net interest-bearing debt = Consolidated net interesting-bearing debt - Non-recourse net debt to SBG 
• Consolidated net interesting-bearing debt = Consolidated interest-bearing debt - Consolidated cash position, etc. 
• Consolidated interest-bearing debt: Consolidated interest-bearing debt + Adjustments 
• Consolidated cash position, etc.: Consolidated cash position + Adjustments 
• Non-recourse net debt to SBG: Net interest-bearing debt of SBKK, Sprint, SVF, Yahoo Japan, Arm, etc 
• For details of the adjustments, see “Definition and Calculation Method of SBG’s Sum-of-the-parts Valuation”



Gross debt Cash position, etc. Net debt Non-recourse 
net debt to SBG

Net debt

JPY 4t

JPY 7tJPY 11t

JPY 6tJPY 17t

4

11

SBG Net Debt

Consolidated
!30

SBKK 
Sprint 

etc.

• SBG = SoftBank Group Corp. 
• SBKK = SoftBank Corp. 
• Gross debt: Interest-bearing debt 
• Net debt: Net interest-bearing debt = Consolidated net interesting-bearing debt - Non-recourse net debt to SBG 
• Consolidated net interesting-bearing debt = Consolidated interest-bearing debt - Consolidated cash position, etc. 
• Consolidated interest-bearing debt: Consolidated interest-bearing debt + Adjustments 
• Consolidated cash position, etc.: Consolidated cash position + Adjustments 
• Non-recourse net debt to SBG: Net interest-bearing debt of SBKK, Sprint, SVF, Yahoo Japan, Arm, etc 
• For details of the adjustments, see “Definition and Calculation Method of SBG’s Sum-of-the-parts Valuation”
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Enterprise Value

Debt

Shareholder  
value



JPY 4t
Net debt
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• Net debt: Net interest-bearing debt = Consolidated net interesting-bearing debt - Non-recourse net debt to SBG 
• Sprint: calculated by multiplying the share price of T-mobile US, Inc. by the exchange ratio: 0.10256 on the premise of a future merger 
• Arm: calculated based on the acquisition cost, excluding the number of Arm shares held by SVF at December 31, 2018 
• SVF: calculated by the sum of (a) and (b) as follows.  

(a) SVF: Value equivalent to SBG’s portion of SVF’s holding value + Performance Fee accrued and payable to SBG, etc  
(b) Transfer Assets to SVF from SBG and Delta Fund: Value of unlisted shares, which are currently held by SBG or Delta Fund and planning to 
be transferred to SVF after January 2019, is calculated by the estimated value equivalent to SBG’s portion of SVF’s future holding value at 
completion of the respective transfer 

• Shareholder value = Equity value of holdings - Net debt 
• For details, see “Definition and Calculation Method of SBG’s Sum-of-the-parts Valuation”



SVF Others
JPY 4.2t JPY 2.6t JPY 0.6tJPY 2.7tJPY 12.5t JPY 2.7t JPY 0.3t JPY 25t

Equity value of  
holdings

JPY 4t
Net debt
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• Net debt: Net interest-bearing debt = Consolidated net interesting-bearing debt - Non-recourse net debt to SBG 
• Sprint: calculated by multiplying the share price of T-mobile US, Inc. by the exchange ratio: 0.10256 on the premise of a future merger 
• Arm: calculated based on the acquisition cost, excluding the number of Arm shares held by SVF at December 31, 2018 
• SVF: calculated by the sum of (a) and (b) as follows.  

(a) SVF: Value equivalent to SBG’s portion of SVF’s holding value + Performance Fee accrued and payable to SBG, etc  
(b) Transfer Assets to SVF from SBG and Delta Fund: Value of unlisted shares, which are currently held by SBG or Delta Fund and planning to 
be transferred to SVF after January 2019, is calculated by the estimated value equivalent to SBG’s portion of SVF’s future holding value at 
completion of the respective transfer 

• Shareholder value = Equity value of holdings - Net debt 
• For details, see “Definition and Calculation Method of SBG’s Sum-of-the-parts Valuation”



SVF Others
Equity value of  

holdings

JPY 4t
Net debt

JPY 3.0t
Net debt

JPY 3.7t
Net debt

JPY 0.2t
Net debt
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JPY 25tJPY 4.2t JPY 2.6t JPY 0.6tJPY 2.7tJPY 12.5t JPY 2.7t JPY 0.3t

• Net debt: Net interest-bearing debt = Consolidated net interesting-bearing debt - Non-recourse net debt to SBG 
• Sprint: calculated by multiplying the share price of T-mobile US, Inc. by the exchange ratio: 0.10256 on the premise of a future merger 
• Arm: calculated based on the acquisition cost, excluding the number of Arm shares held by SVF at December 31, 2018 
• SVF: calculated by the sum of (a) and (b) as follows.  

(a) SVF: Value equivalent to SBG’s portion of SVF’s holding value + Performance Fee accrued and payable to SBG, etc  
(b) Transfer Assets to SVF from SBG and Delta Fund: Value of unlisted shares, which are currently held by SBG or Delta Fund and planning to 
be transferred to SVF after January 2019, is calculated by the estimated value equivalent to SBG’s portion of SVF’s future holding value at 
completion of the respective transfer 

• Shareholder value = Equity value of holdings - Net debt 
• For details, see “Definition and Calculation Method of SBG’s Sum-of-the-parts Valuation”



Non-recourse  
net debt to SBG

SVF Others
Equity value of  

holdings

JPY 3.0t
Net debt

JPY 3.7t
Net debt

JPY 0.2t
Net debt

JPY 4t
Net debt
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JPY 25tJPY 4.2t JPY 2.6t JPY 0.6tJPY 2.7tJPY 12.5t JPY 2.7t JPY 0.3t

• Net debt: Net interest-bearing debt = Consolidated net interesting-bearing debt - Non-recourse net debt to SBG 
• Sprint: calculated by multiplying the share price of T-mobile US, Inc. by the exchange ratio: 0.10256 on the premise of a future merger 
• Arm: calculated based on the acquisition cost, excluding the number of Arm shares held by SVF at December 31, 2018 
• SVF: calculated by the sum of (a) and (b) as follows.  

(a) SVF: Value equivalent to SBG’s portion of SVF’s holding value + Performance Fee accrued and payable to SBG, etc  
(b) Transfer Assets to SVF from SBG and Delta Fund: Value of unlisted shares, which are currently held by SBG or Delta Fund and planning to 
be transferred to SVF after January 2019, is calculated by the estimated value equivalent to SBG’s portion of SVF’s future holding value at 
completion of the respective transfer 

• Shareholder value = Equity value of holdings - Net debt 
• For details, see “Definition and Calculation Method of SBG’s Sum-of-the-parts Valuation”



SVF Others

JPY 21t

Shareholder  
value

Equity value of  
holdings

JPY 4t
Net debt
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JPY 25t

• Net debt: Net interest-bearing debt = Consolidated net interesting-bearing debt - Non-recourse net debt to SBG 
• Sprint: calculated by multiplying the share price of T-mobile US, Inc. by the exchange ratio: 0.10256 on the premise of a future merger 
• Arm: calculated based on the acquisition cost, excluding the number of Arm shares held by SVF at December 31, 2018 
• SVF: calculated by the sum of (a) and (b) as follows.  

(a) SVF: Value equivalent to SBG’s portion of SVF’s holding value + Performance Fee accrued and payable to SBG, etc  
(b) Transfer Assets to SVF from SBG and Delta Fund: Value of unlisted shares, which are currently held by SBG or Delta Fund and planning to 
be transferred to SVF after January 2019, is calculated by the estimated value equivalent to SBG’s portion of SVF’s future holding value at 
completion of the respective transfer 

• Shareholder value = Equity value of holdings - Net debt 
• For details, see “Definition and Calculation Method of SBG’s Sum-of-the-parts Valuation”

JPY 4.2t JPY 2.6t JPY 0.6tJPY 2.7tJPY 12.5t JPY 2.7t JPY 0.3t



25

!37

− 4＝ 9 ?



Shareholder value 
(as of Feb. 6)

Market Cap. 
(as of Feb. 6)

JPY 9t

JPY 22t
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• Shareholder value = Equity value of holdings - Net debt 
• For details, see “Definition and Calculation Method of SBG’s Sum-of-the-parts Valuation”

JPY 21t

株主価値のラベルをテキストにしているので要注意！

25 − 4＝



Shareholder value 
per share (as of Feb. 6)

Share price 
(as of Feb. 6)

JPY 8,462

!39

• Shareholder value = Equity value of holdings - Net debt 
• Shareholder value per share = Shareholder value / Shares issued 
• Shares issued: excluding treasury shares 
• For details, see “Definition and Calculation Method of SBG’s Sum-of-the-parts Valuation”

株主価値のラベルをテキストにしているので要注意！

JPY 20,121



Shareholder value 
per share (as of Feb. 6)

Share price 
(as of Feb. 6)

JPY 8,462

!40

• Shareholder value = Equity value of holdings - Net debt 
• Shareholder value per share = Shareholder value / Shares issued 
• Shares issued: excluding treasury shares 
• For details, see “Definition and Calculation Method of SBG’s Sum-of-the-parts Valuation”

株主価値のラベルをテキストにしているので要注意！

JPY 20,121

?



Total 
repurchase 

amount
JPY 600 billion（maximum）

Total number of 
repurchasable 

shares
71.29 million shares (Treasury stocks are to be retired) 

(6.5% of the total number of shares issued as of December 31, 2018)

Repurchase 
period From February 7, 2019 to January 31, 2020

Share Repurchase Plan

!41

* 

*The total number of repurchasable shares calculated from dividing the total repurchase amount by the closing price as of February 5, 2019
*The total number of shares issued: excluding treasury stock
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Growth investment 
Shareholder return

Improving 
financial position

Expected amount for investment JPY 700bn 
Share repurchase JPY 600bn

Debt repayment JPY 700bn

Use of SBKK IPO Proceeds

IPO proceeds 
JPY 2.0t



Equity value of 
holdings 

(as of Feb. 6)

Net debt

JPY 25t

JPY 4t
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LTV 
14%

• LTV = Net debt / Equity value of holdings 
• For details, see “Definition and Calculation Method of SBG’s Sum-of-the-parts Valuation”
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Investors
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Cash flow focused 

Investors
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Cash flow focused Algorithm

Investors



Vision Algorithm
!47

Cash flow focused 

Investors
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SoftBank Group’s Vision
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AI

Evolve along with paradigm shift

PC Internet Broadband Smartphone



Which one would win?

!50
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1900

Fifth Avenue, New York
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1900 1913

Fifth Avenue, New York



Fifth Avenue, New York
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AI autonomous vehicle in 2035



Past 30  
years

CPU Data capacity Communication speed
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x 1m x 1m x 1m



Next 
30 years x 1m

CPU / GPU Data capacity

!55

Past 30  
years x 1m x 1m

x 1m x 1m

Communication speed

x 1m

(going forward)



Evolution in Next 30 Years

>
!56!56

Brain

AI

CPU & GPU  
x 1m
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AI
Biggest revolution in human history
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Value

Time
Agriculture / Fishery / Metals
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Value

Time

Industrial / Financial

Agriculture / Fishery / Metals
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Value

Time

Internet

Industrial / Financial

Agriculture / Fishery / Metals
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Value

1995 2019

25 years
Time

AI

Internet

Industrial / Financial

Agriculture / Fishery / Metals
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All industries will be re-defined
AI
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Cluster of  
No.1  

AI strategy

Contents  
personalization

Dynamic 
pricing

Selection of  
new base location

Optimized 
recommendationPersonalized 

apps

Optimize  
construction  

process

The investments presented herein are solely for illustrative purposes and are not a complete 
list of investments held by SoftBank Vision Fund. 

Aim to be:
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Information Revolution ー 
Happiness for everyone





Definition and Calculation Method of SBG’s Sum-of-the-parts Valuation

i. Net debt 
• Net debt = Net interest-bearing debt = Consolidated net interesting-bearing debt - Non-recourse net debt to SBG 
• Consolidated net interesting-bearing debt = Consolidated interest-bearing debt - Consolidated cash position, etc. 
• Consolidated interest-bearing debt: excluding deposits for banking business (The Japan Net Bank) and adjust (a), (b), and (c) as follows  
　　　(a) JPY Hybrid Bonds issued in September 2016: 50% of outstanding amount, which is recorded as debt in consolidated B/S, is treated as equity  
　　　(b) USD Hybrid Notes issued in July 2017: 50% of outstanding amount, which is recorded as equity in consolidated B/S, is treated as debt  
　　　(c) JPY Hybrid Loan executed in November 2017: 50% of outstanding amount, which is recorded as debt in consolidated B/S, is treated as equity 

• Consolidated cash position, etc.: excluding cash position of banking business (The Japan Net Bank) and considering the estimated impacts of (d), (e), and (f) as follows  
　　　(d) Estimated tax payment related to disposal of the shares of SBKK  
　　　(e) Estimated cash proceeds and capital call payment related to the assets transfer to SVF from SBG and Delta Fund after January 2019  
　　　(f) Future proceeds from sale of Supercell shares 

• Non-recourse net debt to SBG: Total amount of net interest-bearing debt of SBKK, Sprint, SVF, Yahoo Japan, Arm, etc. Net interest-bearing debt of SVF is considering the cash payment to SBG after 
January 2019, which is related to the transfer of Uber from SBG to SVF. 

ii. Equity value of holdings 
• Alibaba: calculated by multiplying the number of Alibaba shares held by SBG (excluding those pledge for Mandatory Exchangeable Trust Securities) by the share price of Alibaba 
• SBKK: calculated by multiplying the number of SBKK shares held by SBG by the share price of SBKK 
• Sprint: calculated by multiplying the share price of T-mobile US, Inc. by the exchange ratio: 0.10256 on the premise of a future merger 
• Yahoo Japan: calculated by multiplying the number of Yahoo Japan shares held by SBG by the share price of Yahoo Japan 
• Arm: calculated based on the acquisition cost, excluding the number of Arm shares held by SVF at December 31, 2018 
• SVF: calculated by the sum of (g) and (h) as follows  

(g) SVF: Value equivalent to SBG’s portion of SVF’s holding value + Performance Fee accrued and payable to SBG, etc  
(h) Transfer Assets to SVF from SBG and Delta Fund: Value of unlisted shares, which are currently held by SBG or Delta Fund and planning to be transferred to SVF after January 2019, is calculated 
by the estimated value equivalent to SBG’s portion of SVF’s future holding value at completion of the respective transfer 

• Others: calculated mainly based on fair value of unlisted shares, etc held by SBG 

iii. Shareholder value 
• Shareholder value = Equity value of holdings - Net debt 
• Shareholder value per share = Shareholder value / Shares issued 

iv. Loan to value (LTV) 
• LTV = Net debt / Equity value of holdings 

v. Other assumptions 
• Share prices: (Japan) closing price as of February 6, 2019, (US) closing price as of February 5, 2019 
• FX rate: USD 1 = JPY 109.94 
• Shares issued: excluding treasury shares 

※SBG = SoftBank Group Corp., SBKK = SoftBank Corp., SVF = SoftBank Vision Fund 
※Based on data as of December 31, 2018 unless otherwise stated


